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STALLI_TG CHAR_CTE2!STICS OF THE SUPERMAEINE

SPITFIRE VA ±IRPLA_E

By J. R. Vensol and _T. H. Phillips

SUMMARY

An investigation of the stalling chsoracterlst!cs of

the Supermarine Spitfire '_as made as part of the fl_Ing-

qumliti3s measurements of this airplane. The results Of

the tests _re presented as tlme histories of the motions

of the airplane end the controls during stalls In vs_rious

conciltions of _ight

The Spitf#.re poszessed good stall warning in the form

of buffeting. _er_T little st_ck travel w_s required to

reach th_ _, start of the stall flow breakdo_n, but the stick

could be moved _,_ell back before lateral instability oc-
curi_ ed.

The riotlon of the Spitfire in stalls _.._asnot violent;

In slo_r angle-of-attack chang3s or in steeply banked turns,

the nose bended to e_se do_'n at the _tart of the stall and,
even beyond m,_x._mum llft, no violent motions occurred• in

steeply banked turns with the gun ports open, however, un-

controll_ble rol].in_ instability w_s noted after an unmis-

takable ws.rnin_, in the form of buffeting occurred.

The maximum llft coefficients obtained !n all condi-

tions of flight were considerably lower than are normally

reached by airplan3s of comparable type.

INTRODUCTION

The stalling characteristics described In this report

were determined ss part of s. program covering the_flying-

qualities tests made on the Supermarine Spitfire V_ air-

plane s_t the request of the Army Air Forces, Materiel Divi-

sion. The stalling Characteristics were studied more thor-

oughly than usual because they were considered to be more



desirable in soue respects than those of any of the pursuit-
I_ Thitype airplanes former_.y tested in a similar manner, s

paper _,:as originally issued as a memorandum report to the
Materiel Division_ Army Air Forces.

APPARATUSAND TESTS

The Supermarine Spitfire is a single-engine, single-
place, low-wing cantilever monoplane with retractable
landing gear and partial-span split flaps, (See figs. l,
2, 3, and 4.)

Throughout these tests of stalling characteristics
the gross weight of the airplane was maintained at approx-
imately S184 pounds and the center of gravity gas at ap-
proxim_elv _1.4 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord.

i_ACA recording instruments were used to record the
follo_ving items:

I. Airspeed.

2. Positions of the rudder, elevators, and ailerons.

3. Angular velocity in roll.

4, Angle of sideslip.

5. ]i_ormal, longittldinal, and transverse accelerations.

6. Elevator force or rudder force (in some cases only).

These instruments recorded photographically and _-rere syn-
chronized by means of a timer.

The airspeed recorder in the Spitfire was calibrated
by flying in formation _ith _nother airplane. The airspeed
recordc_ in the other s irplane was calibrated by means of
a trailing airspeed head. The calibration of the pilot ls
airspeed motor is shown in figure 5.

For most of the stall measurements, the angle of side-
slip was measured by mesns of a yaw vane attachad to a boom
extending a chord length ahead of the left _ing tip. In
order to determine whether any error was introduced by an-
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gularity of local flow at this point, some stalls were made
with ya_# vanes attached to both wing tips. The true angle
of sideslip of the thrust axis was assumed to be midway
between $;he angles recorded by the two yaw vanes.

Wool tufts attached to the upper surface of the wings
allowed the pilot to observe the development of the flow
breakdown at the stall.

The variation of elevator angle with control-stick
position is shown in figure 6 and the variation of aileron
angle with control.stick position is shown in figure 7.

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

The results of the measurements are presented as time
histories of the control motions and motions of the air-
plane in typical stalls made in various conditions of
flight (figs. 8 to 19). Diagrams of the behavior of the
tufts indicating the progression of the stalled region
across the wing are also shown. Stalls were made with the
gun ports open and also with them covered with doped fab-
ric in each of the following conditions of flight:

Condition

Gliding

Crui sing

Landing

Landing

approach

Manifold

pressure

(in. Hg)

throttle

closed

36.9(3 

Ib/sq in o

boost)

throttle

closed

Ib/sq in.

boost)

Engine

speed

(n m)
,

2650

2300

I
Radiator

shutter

position

closed

flush

closed

open

Hood

position

Flap

position

closed

closed

open

open

up

up

down

down

Landing

gear

position

up

up

down

down

In each condition, stalls were made by very gradually

reducing the airspeed while the wings were held laterally



level and the heading was kept constant. In some stalls,
an s ttempt was made to hold all controls fixed in the po-
sitions required at the first slgn of the stall; whereas
in others, the elevator was continuously raised after the
start of the st_ll in order to keep the speed from in-
cres.sing, _.nd the other surfaces were moved in an sttempt
to m_intain control.

The results of the measurements in the various flight
conditions are summarized as follows:

Stalling characteristics in the gllding condition of

f!!tgh__t.- In the gliding condition with the gun ports cov-

ered, the airplane showed no tendency to roll off. Fig-

ure 8 sho_:_s a stsll in _rhich the controls were held approx-

imately in the positions required at the first sign of the

stc.ll. At speeds of about l0 miles per hour above the

minimum speed, the tufts at the trailing edge of the left

wing root wore observed to reverse and buffeting was :felt

in the elevator end rudder controls, This buffeting

caused a fairly violent and unmistakable shaking of the

sirplane. In figure 8 and the follow,ring tlme histories,

the buffeting is indicated on the figure by an oscillation

of the normal acceleration record. Actually all the in-

strument records showed vibrations, but it was thought

unnecessary to indicate thls fact on the time histories.

The _pproximate amplitude of the variation In normal ac-

celeration is shown by the plotted curve, but no attempt

has been ms.de to reproduce the frequency of the oscilla-
tion that was recorded.

At approximately 6 miles per hour above the minimum.

speed, the tufts fluctuated above the entire left side of

the center section and some right aileron motion was need-

ed to maintain trim. A mild pitching and yawing oscilla-

tion developed, but no tendency to roll was observed. In

no case did the flow ahead of the ailerons separate from

the wing surface.

.

The shaking of the airplane caused some movement of

the controls, in spite of the efforts of the pilot to hold

them fixed. The uncontrolled stalls may be distinguished:

from the controlled stalls by the facto that a large amount

of up elevator was applied during the controlled stalls,

• .

Figure 9 shows a gliding stall with :the gun ports

covered in which the stick was moved far back after mini-

mum speed was reached. Use of the ailerons finally re-



sultod in the development of a rolling oscillation and the
violent buffeting continued throughout the stall. As in
the previous stall s the only portions of the wing from
which the flow separated were the left side of the center
section and the extreme tips. Lateral and longitudinal
control sufficient to prevent any violent motions were
still available beyond the stall, though there was some
lag in response to the controls.

The effect of uncovering the gun ports in the gliding
condition is shown in figures 9 and 10. In this case, the
stall progressed symmetrically outboard from each side of
the fuselage _t the _r3ing root; a very mild lateral and
pitching oscillation was observed to accompany the fairly
violent buffeting. If the stick were held all the way
back, s_ l_terel oscillation would develop which eventually
led to _ complete loss of lateral control.

The o_ileron control s_fter the start of the stall in
the gliding condition was investigated by abruptly de-
flecting the a_.lerons. The rolJ. ing velour.ties thus ob-
tained wei_e greater than those occurring _or the sa_:e ai
leron deflection _bove the stall, probably because of the
reduced damping in roll of the stalled portion ef the
wing. An interval of about 0.7 second elapsed between the
time the _ilerons were deflecte_ and the time maximum roll-
ing velocity was reached. The rolling velocity was al- _
_Tays in the correct direction.

In the gliding condition, as in most other conditions
of flight, the buffeting preceding the stall served e_sa
desirable stall _.arning. The rearward, motion of the stick
required to start the stall was small, but e_ l_rge rear-
ward motion of the stick could be made without causing
violent motions of the airpls_ne.

Stalling chsracteristics in the cruising condition of

fliKht.- In the cruising condition, there wss essentially

no difference in the types of stall that occurred with gun

ports open or covered, as shown on figures 12 and 13. The

wing tips beyond the ailerons ste_lled first, apparently

because the slipstream prevented separation of flow from

the center section. Slight buffet lng and rearward motion

of the stick started about 5 miles per hour above minimum

speed, though the tufts at the center section did not re-

verse. A consi_.erable amount of left sideslip was neces-

sary to hold the wings level near the stall. This sideslip

did not occur in the power-off condition. When the minimum



speed was reached, both wings stalled almost simultaneously,
and a relatively mild right roll occurred. The pilot noted
that th.s elevator was rather ineffective in pitching the
sirplans down after the stall.

Figures 12 and 13 show th_.t the rolling velocity was
not checke0, until approximately one-half second had elapsed
after the application of down elevator. This time inter-
val is longer than has been measured in tests on other
airplane s.

Stallin_ characteristics in the landing condition of

flight.- A time history of a stall in the landing condf-

tion is shown on figure 14. The development of the stall

was the scmo w._.th gun ports open or covered. At a speed

of about l0 miles per hour above the minimum speed, the

tufts reversed in a region on the left side of the center

section nosr the loading edge, but the tufts at the trail-

ing edge 6.id not reverse.

Buffeting sot in when this separation took place.

Figure 14 shows that a lateral and pitching oscillation of

increasing amplitude developed if the controls were held

fixe_.. _fith elevator full up, however, some measure of

lateral control could be maintained by means of the rud-

der s.nd ailerons.

Stalling char_.cteristics in the landin_ aDoroach

condition of fl_i hg_h__.- During actual landing-glide ap-

proaches _,ith the Spitfire, control of the angle of attack

was more difficult than in some other pursuit airplanes

because of its lack of longitudinal stability. The unmis-

t_kc.blo st_ll wPrning in the form of buffeting and the ex-

tremely mild stall itself, however, permitted the pilot

to :_is_kc tell-first landings _,lithout difficulty. A notice'-

able stall flo,_,rbreakdown did occur, which could bc felt

_s air bl-sts on the left sido of the pilot's face, just

at the thrcc-point contact. The Spitfire did not exhibit

_ny marked rolling or yawing tendencies either at contact

or in the landing run.

In the landing-approach condition, with gun ports

covert0., the stall was similar to theft in the landing

condition, _jith the exception that considerable rudder and

aileron #_oflections wore required to maintain trim near

minimum speed. Figure 15 shows the time history of a

stall in this condition.



_'ith gun ports open. the flow separated from the out-
board wing panels before the center section stalled. Fig-
ure 16 shows that control was maintained in this condition
fo ,_ several seconds _fter the stall, but a mild right roll
eventually occurred°

MAXi'_""_,_ LIFT COEVFiC!E_TTSFOP.VARIOUS FLIGHT CONDITI0i_S

The _,_eximun lift coefficients as measured in various
conditions of flight ar8 shown in the accompanying table.

Condition

Gliding

Crul sing

L_nding

o_
o

p_

%

up

up

up
I

up

Landing

approach

Take-off

Climbing

downldown

down _o_n

down

upup

i
I
I
!
I
! o

• O .

o_
%-t -r I

tl'_rottle

closed

Ib/sq in.

boost]

throttle

closed

2!.4 (-4

Ib/sq in.
boost)

4_._o(7
lb/sq in.

boost)

43.9 (7

Ib/sq in.

t0._o÷,)
i

v

0
0

p_

0

.r4

2650

2300

2850

2850

Gum. port s

covered

%o

f9

9O

7?

8O

69

8O

76

!
£,-.4
cO
O
O

40
q4

r-14_

:-- ._
•r-.l .r4

I .18

]..63

1.51

_0

_4

_o _d

•0 o

!
%4
0
O
0

r---i 4._

-4
'; 0

-.-4 .,-I

1.99

I .49

1.64

75 1.72

I

mM j m_I_

!

91 I I .15

!
76 1 1.68

i
I

81 1 I .46

I



The maxiuuL lift coefficients obtained are consider-

ably lower than normal. Apparently the desirable stall

warning is obtained at the expense of high maximum llft.

STALLI_TG CHARACTERISTICS I_T MAI_EUVERS

The stall warning possessed by the Spitfire was espe-

cially boneficial in allowing the Pilot to reach maximum
li__ coeffici3nt in accelerated maneuvers. Because of the

neutral static stability of this airplane, the pilot ob-

tained no irdication of the lift coefficient from _e mo-

tion of the control stick, i_everthe!ess, he was able to

pull rapidly to maximum lift coefficient in a turn without

danger of inadvertent s_a_±ing.

Figure 17 shows a time history of a 180 ° turn in

which the stall was reached. The stall in accelerated ma-

neuvers w%s very similar to that in the gliding condition.

_'fith gun ports closed, the pilot _,zas able to pull t_ __ _tlt_

_tick far back _rithout losing control or interrupting the

turn. The airplane tended to pitch down when stalled and

to recover by itself if the stick were not pulled back.

It would be possible for a pilot pursuing an enemy in a

turn to bring his sights on him momentarily by pitching

beyond the stall without fear of rolling instability.

?Tith gun ports open, a right roll occurred if more

than about 10°_up elevator were applied. This reaction

caused the nirplane to roll out of a left run and into a

right turn. Time histories of these maneuvers are shown

on figures 18 and 19. In spite of the lateral instabil-

ity t _ _ ._na_ occurred i_ turns with gun ports open, the pilot

was able to approach maximum lift coefficient closely be-

cause of the desirable stall warning. The maximum lift

coefficient reached in turns from level flight with flaps

up wa_ 1.23. The airplane could be flGwn beyond the stall

at oven lo:.icr lift coefficients.

This value of maximum lift coefficient is closer to

that reached from stalls in straight flight with power

off than the value renched with power on because the slip-

stream cffocts in high-speed turns are relatively small,

The lo,:r value of the maximum lift coefficient offsets, to

some Qxtcnt, the benefit gained by the Spitfire from its

low wing loading in making turns of small radius. Good

stall-_arning characteristics -_Dpear to be essentiai on



_n _irpl_ne with n_utr(R1 static stability. In airpl_nes
tested prcviousiy, which had neutral static stability and
poor stall _arning, inadvertent stalling in rapid maneu-
vei_s was practically unavoidable° The stalling character-
istics of the Spitfire are therefore its redeeming feature.
It _rould be desirable, he,fever, to obtain these character-
istics without sacrificing a high value of the maxi_num
lift coefficient.

CO_CLUS!ONS

The Supernarine Spitfire airplane possessed stalling
ch_rnct8ristics essentially in compliance with the re-
quirGzents for s_t!_f_ctory stalling characteristics given
in reference i. Th_so characteristics may be su_marized
as follo_rs:

i. Warning of the conp!eto stall was provided by the
occurrence cf buffeting thot sot in _t speeds several miles
per hour _bove the ainimum sp_ed and by the reor_:ard move-
ment that could, be m_c_ewith the s_ick after the st urt of
the stall flo_ bre_kdo_n _ithout causing violent motions
of the _irpl_ne.

2o Stall recovery could be m_de by application of
down elevator, _lthough the recovery from a roll was some-
what slower than has been measul_ed on some previously
testeC _iriolane s.

So The airplane exhibite& no dangerous ground-looping
tendencies in landing. Tail-first landings could be read-
ily n_o&e_Ithout the occur_ence of either lateral or direc-
tional instabilit_ due to stalling.

The _irpl_no posGessod some unusual characteristics
in stalls that are not required in reference 1. The mo-
tion beyond the stall was not violent ahd an unusual
amount of lateral control w_s available in m_ny flight
conditions, even when full up _levator w_s applied. The
good stalling characteristics allowed the airplane to be
pulled rapidly to m_ximum lift coefficient in accelerated
maneuvers in spite of its neutral static longitudin_.l
stability.

• The m_oximun lift coefficients availo_b!e in maneuvers
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_ith flap up and in all conditions of flight tested were
considerably lower than are normally reached by airplanes
of similo_r type.

Langioy ZCcnorial Aoronautica! Laboratory,
iTational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics9

Langley Field, Va.
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Figure 1.- side view of the supermarine Spitfire air_3J_ne.

Figure 2.- Front view of the Superma_ine spitfire airplane.

t

_gure 5.- Three-quarter rea_ view of the supermarine airplane.
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